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ABSTRACT
A multistage bandgap circuit with very high power supply rejection ratio was designed
and simulated. The key features of this bandgap include multiple power modes, low
power consumption and a novel resistor trimming strategy. This design was completed in
deep submicron CMOS technology, and is especially suited for portable applications.
The bandgap designed achieves over 90 dB of power supply rejection and less than 17
microvolts of noise without any external filtering. With an external filtering capacitor,
this performance is significantly enhanced. In addition, the design includes an efficient
voltage-to-current converter and a fast-charge circuit for charging the external capacitor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reference circuits are ubiquitous in modern circuit design. Ranging from regulators
to analog-to digital converters, it is hard to find a block that does not use a reference
voltage or current to set up its operating point. With multiple circuit blocks on a
modern System on Chip(SoC) circuit, it becomes valuable to build a separate reference
block that supplies references to all the other blocks on the chip. This way, the power
and area cost of generating an accurate reference voltage is restricted to a single block.
However, with the recent advent of massive SoC designs, this has become harder
and harder to do. The largest systems have many different circuit blocks, each with
some combination of specifications, which may be mutually incompatible. There can be
multiple modes of operation, each with a different set of requirements. Therefore, it has
become valuable to develop a reference block that can accommodate many different sets
of specifications, and has multiple power/operation modes.
In this thesis, we propose a structure for a novel bandgap reference block, designed
to be used in a large SoC intended for use as a single chip cellphone. Although the
design is intended and optimized for a particular implementation, the topology and
overall structure is flexible enough to enable similar designs to be implemented in other
systems.
The proposed reference uses a unique two stage architecture, with the first stage
acting as a power supply for the second stage in addition to supplying a reference. This
allows us to efficiently have low and high power settings, and helps achieve high PSRR.
In the following chapters, we describe both system-level and implementation details for
this reference design.
Chapter 2 endeavors to give some background on reference circuits. We describe
two major types of reference circuits - zener and bandgap based. Following this, we
discuss the theory behind bandgap references. Common topologies are presented with a
discussion of their advantages and disadvantages. We conclude this section by outlining
the reasons for choosing a bandgap-based reference structure for this design.
Chapter 3 lays out the key specifications for the block, and how they are derived. In
particular, emphasis is laid on the PSRR specification, which is critical for this block.
We also discuss the various modes of operation. This is followed by a system level
description of the reference block, highlighting the key innovations in the architecture
that make the PSRR requirement manageable, and handle the low power and high power
modes effectively.
Chapter 4 discusses the coarse bandgap, which is used to provide the reference in
low power mode. We discuss the key features of this block that separate it from regular
bandgap designs. This includes a biasing scheme that is unaffected by the low beta of
the transistors, and an output stage that also functions as a regulator in the high power
mode.
Chapter 5 talks about the fine bandgap, which is used to provide the reference voltage
in high power mode. The main features of interest include the trimming strategy and
the biasing scheme for the design.
Chapter 6 discusses the vbgout block, which is used to decide which bandgap voltage
- the coarse or the fine to use. It is also responsible for sending out an OK signal to
indicate when the coarse bandgap has powered up. In addition, it includes some fast
charging circuitry to charge the output node rapidly at startup.
Chapter 7 describes the refgen.i block, which is used to convert the reference voltage
to a current. Particular emphasis is laid on the trimming strategy, which saves an extra
trimming step.
Chapter 8 describes some limitations of this implementation, and suggestions for
future explorations in this area. It concluded with some global simulation results that
were not covered in the previous chapters.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
The major goal of any reference circuit is to provide as constant a voltage and/or
current as possible, irrespective of changes in the process or environment. Most met-
rics, such as PSRR (Power Supply Rejection Ratio) and variation with process depend
strongly on circuit implementation, and thus have to be discussed in the context of an
particular implementation. However, temperature variation is much more fundamen-
tally related to the choice of topology, and less so with the exact implementation. For
this reason, this chapter will focus on the temperature performance of various types of
reference topologies.
There are two major types of reference circuits currently used - zener based ref-
erences, and bandgap based references. Both of them attempt to use fundamental
properties of silicon to set a fixed voltage even in the presence of large temperature
variation. However, there are major differences between the two, and each comes with
its own advantages and disadvantages. In section 2.2 we discuss zener based references,
while in section 2.3 we discuss bandgap based references. In section 2.4, we explain the
reasons for choosing a bandgap-based reference over a zener diode for this design.
2.2 Zener based References
These references are based on using the reverse breakdown region of a zener diode.
Because the I-V characteristics of a diode are steep in this region, the output voltage
does not drift significantly with changes in operating conditions, as long as a reasonable
bias current is maintained.
Vout
Vdd
Figure 2.1: Zener Diode Based Reference
The breakdown voltage is a strong function of the doping levels of the diode, and can
be controlled quite precisely. The large amount of current at the breakdown voltage is
generated by two mechanisms - avalanche breakdown and tunneling from the conduction
band to the valence band. Avalanche breakdown has a positive temperature coefficient
(i.e., as temperature increases, the amount of current due to avalanche breakdown in-
creases), while the tunneling phenomenon has a negative temperature coefficient. For
a doping corresponding to a breakdown voltage of about 5.6V, these temperature co-
efficients nearly cancel out around room temperature, which implies that the output
voltage does not change much with temperature.
There are considerable issues in fabricating such a diode on a modern IC. Surface
imperfections and crystal defects cause diodes built at the surface to be noisy and vary
with temperature[91. To avoid these issues, the buried zener reference was invented.
These references are built under the silicon surface, and exhibit very good temperature
and noise performance. Temperature coefficients of as low as 1 ppm/oC have been
reported in commercial designs, along with a noise floor of less than 100nV//-H 1101.
Therefore, in terms of temperature and noise performance, they are the best available
solution for reference circuits.
Unfortunately, this high performance comes at a steep cost. Most Zener diodes have
a breakdown voltage above 5V, thus entailing the need for a power supply well above
5V. In addition, the diodes need to be biased at a fairly high current (typically a few
mA) to ensure that the diode operates in the high slope region of the I-V curve (to
reduce voltage variation). This, unfortunately leads to high power consumption for
these references.
2.3 Bandgap Based References
The fundamental premise of a bandgap reference is to generate a temperature in-
dependent voltage by adding two (or more) voltages which have opposite temperature
dependence. Thus, when added in the right proportion,the sum is independent of tem-
perature variations (around a particular reference temperature).
Vdd
VBE
VBE + KVt
Figure 2.2: Conceptual Idea of a Bandgap Reference
Figure 2.2 shows a conceptual diagram for a first order bandgap reference. The
base-emmiter voltage of a bipolar transistor has a complex dependence on temperature,
which is typically expressed using a Taylor series expansion. In a first order bandgap
circuit, one generates a voltage directly proportional to temperature (normally known
as a PTAT voltage). This voltage (Vt in the figure) is then added (after proper scaling
by the coefficient K) to the base-emitter voltage. With proper choice of the coefficient
K, the KVt term exactly cancels out the first order term in the Taylor series expansion
of VBE(T). This gives us a voltage VREF, which is temperature independent to the first
order.
One of the most popular ways to implement a first order bandgap reference is the
Brokaw Cell, first published by Paul Brokaw in 198411].
Figure 2.3: An Implementation of the Brokaw Cell
In this circuit (Figure 3.3), VR1 generates Vt, while the resistor ratio R 2/R1 takes
the place of the scaling coefficient K. In order to figure out the right value of the scaling
coefficient, it is important to understand the temperature dependence of VBE. In his
1980 paper[2 ,Tsividis outlined the following temperature relation for the base-emitter
voltage of a BJT:
VBE(T) = Vr+YrT+fr(T), where Vr,= VGO(r -8r) (kTr), and y, = - VBE(Tr)
Here fr(T) represents higher order terms that are not canceled by the Vt term, and
Tr represents the reference temperature for the analysis. A detailed analysis of the
components of fr(T) is done in [2], and is not of critical importance in the present
discussion. By setting KVt = -7y(T), we can make VBE independent of T to the first
order.
Now, we compute the reference voltage generated by this Brokaw cell. VR1, assuming
an ideal opaimp with large gain and low offset is given by:
VR1 = VBE2 - BE1 = Vtln 1I2A,][11AE2J
Notice here that the voltage difference is created by sizing the emitter areas of the
two transistors Q1 and Q2 differently. The opamp also forces the following relation
between the currents in the two legs : I1 R 2 = !2R 3.
Combining the last two relations, we can compute VR1. After some algebra, we get:
VREF = r + rT+ frT+ ( ) In ( R1AE2
Here the coefficient ) (T In AE can be tweaked by changing (R), to make
the coefficient match Yr,
It is important to remember that this entire analysis depends upon the Taylor series
expansion of VBE about a reference temperature. Thus, this cancellation is most effective
near the reference temperature Tr used for the Taylor series expansion. For the lowest
temperature dependence, we would like Tr to be in the temperature range of interest
in the application, typically 0-125'C. However, process variations can lead to a change
in -7, and fr(T). This imeans that the effective coefficient needed to achieve p)erfect
cancellation around T will be different for different chips. Therefore, for high accuracy
first order bandgap references, it is important to be able to change the resistor ratio
(R) individually for every chip. Using this technique (and calibrating (R) for everyR1 RIi CUIJ L/ ~~J~ll jLV *l
chip individually), one can achieve temnperature coefficients in the tens of ppm/ 0C.
Even better performance can be achieved by using higher-order bandgap references 31,[41,[ 5]
These reference topologies attempt to cancel out some of the terms in fr(T), in addition
to the yT term. A common technique is to cancel out the ',T term as in the first order
reference design, and then modulate the transistor bias current Ic(T) in a fashion as to
cancel the higher-order terms in fr(T)[2],[31. The actual shape of fr(T) is complicated,
with many polynomial and exponential terms. In practice however, it is found that a
satisfactory form of I,(T) for the purposes of minimizing temperature variation is:
Ic(T) = Ic(Tr) ( b, where b is an appropriate constant [21.
,(T) = Ic(Tr) (_
VREG
IPTAT 2
Figure 2.4: A Second Order Bandgap Circuit using IPTAT2 currents
One simple method of implementing a higher order reference is discussed by Rincon-
Mora in [3 ] , and shown in figure 2.4. It involves generating a current prop)ortional to
T 2 , also called a (PTAT) 2 current. The reference [3] describes some simple ways of
generating such a current. This current is then used to bias the emitter degeneration
resistors, giving rise to a reference voltage:
VREF (T) = VBE1 (T) + 1in (A) (R + R 2 ) + IpTAT2R 2 . By appropriate choice of
resistor values R,R 1 and R2 , wc can eliminate both first and second order temperature
dependence from VREF. As I2TAT is typically generated using a resistor, all the voltage
terms added to VREF(T) are dependent on ratios of resistors, which track very well with
process and temperature on IC's.
An important fact to remember is that most bandgap circuits have two or more
stable operating points. Therefore, special circuitry (called the startup circuit) has to
be used to ensure that the bandgap reference reaches the proper operating point. Startup
circuits are usually customized to the particular bandgap circuit they are meant to work
with, but most of them follow a similar pattern. In general, the circuit attempts to inject
some current into the bandgap cell to pull it out of the (stable) zero current operating
point. Once the bandgap reaches proper operation, it turns on another device, which
shuts off the startup circuit. The major aim of the startup circuit is to turn the circuit
on reliably in all possible conditions, and consume as little current as possible during
normal operation of the bandgap circuit. The references [31,[61 describe many possible
topologies for consideration. In chapters 4 and 5, I discuss the operation of the startup
circuits that were used in this block.
There are many other techniques that have been developed to improve the tempera-
ture performance of bandgap references. These are too numerous to be discussed here,
but include exponential curvature compensation[4], beta compensation [7l, exploiting the
resistors' temperature coefficient[9 . The reference section lists works that discuss these
techniques in detail.
2.4 Reason for Design Choice
As mentioned earlier, this design uses a bandgap based reference rather than a zener
based reference. In section 2.2, we mentioned that zener based references had very good
temperature and noise performance, with the best ones going well below 1 ppm/0 C.
Compared to zener references, the temperature and noise performance of basic bandgap
circuits is much worse. However, zener references have some major disadvantages, that
have led us to use bandgap-based references instead.
The biggest reason for this decision was power consumption. Zener based circuits
cannot operate with good performance under a few milliamps of current. As the current
budget for the bandgap is well under a milliamp, this would pose significant problems
in using a zener-based circuit. The high power supply requirements for most zeners
(about 5.6V) also creates problems, as modern Li-Ion batteries can drop as low as
2.9V before shutting off(this is done to extract the maximum possible energy from the
battery).Finally, standard CMOS processes are typically incompatible with building an
high quality buried zener diode. Therefore, using a zener-based reference would force
us to use an external component, which increases cost and board area. Due to all these
reasons, we decided to use bandgap-based references in the current design.
Chapter 3
System-Level Details
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have laid out the motivation for this thesis, and background
information about reference designs. In this chapter, we discuss the important specifica-
tions for this particular implementation, and give a system-level overview of the entire
reference block.
Section 3.2 starts off with an overview of the major sub-systems on the chip that use
the bandgap voltage. It then describes the critical specifications for the overall block,
including the power supply rejection(PSRR) and noise requirements.
Section 3.3 contains a block-diagram description of the overall system, and describes
how the overall specifications from section 3.2 are split across each of the sub-blocks.
3.2 Key Specifications
3.2.1 Available Process and Supply Options
The reference block makes use of various supplies that are available to the chip. The
primary supply is directly taken from the cellphone battery. This supply can vary from
about 3.1 V to 5.5 V depending on the type and condition of the battery. Using this
supply poses some issues, as the supply goes higher than the maximum voltage limits of
the transistors in the process. The transistors cannot handle more than 3.63 V across
any two junctions, necessitating the need for protection circuitry for any sub-blocks
using this supply.
To facilitate the running of logic, there is a 3V supply called Vperm. This supply
is turned on all the time, therefore it is available during both the low-power and high
power mode. However, it cannot supply too much current. Therefore only essential
logic that cannot be powered off other supplies easily are connected to it. During the
high power mode, there is another 2.85V supply called Vana available. This supply can
deliver a lot more current than Vperm, and therefore it can be used for sub-blocks that
only need to be on during high power mode.
The process used is a 65 nm low power process, with high voltage transistors capable
of supporting up to 3.63 V available.
3.2.2 Chip-Level Overview
The reference block supplies a reference to various sub systems in the chip. There
are five major subsystems that depend on the reference block for reference voltages and
bias currents. These are, the DC/DC converter, the LDO(Load Dropout Regulator), the
AuxADC(Auxiliary ADC), Battery Charger and the Audio sub system. The DC/DC
converter is used to generate the core voltage for the digital section of the chip from
VBATT. The LDO module supplies a regulated power supply to various parts of the chip.
The AuxADC is used to interface with any externally connected auxiliary devices. The
battery charger is used to charge the Li-Ion batteries for regular use. Finally, the Audio
sub-system is used during calls, and to play songs, ring tones,etc. They can broadly be
grouped into two categories. The first category is "alltime" subsystems, which means
that these sub-systems have to be on most the time, including the standby modes. The
DC/DC Converter and the LDO modulator fall under this category. The other three
blocks are only switched on when needed, and are powered off otherwise.
3.2.3 Modes of Operation
The reference block needs to operate in two possible modes - low power and high
power. The low-power mode is on when the cellphone is in standby. This mode is
used to supply a reference voltage to blocks such as the DC/DC converter and dropout
regulators which are on most of the time the cellphone is powered on. As the low-power
mode contributes to standby power, emphasis is laid on having low power consumption.
To accommodate this, the specifications for the low power mode are not as stringent as
the high power mode.
The lower power levels do not permit us to run certain blocks, like the audio sub-
system, auxiliary ADC and the battery charger. In order to turn these blocks on, we need
to enable the high power mode in the reference block. In this mode, the block provides a
higher-quality reference voltage (where higher quality implies that certain performance
metrics like output noise and PSRR are better). On average, the time the high-power
mode is enabled is very small compared to the time the phone is on standby. In addition,
both the audio sub-system and the battery charger consume significantly more power
than the reference in high power mode. Therefore, the larger power consumption of the
bandgap in this mode does not affect the standby time of the cellphone significantly.
3.2.4 Power Supply Rejection Ratio
This is one of the most important specifications for this block. The reference block
runs off the same power supply as a power amplifier (PA) used for transmission in a
cellular phone. As the power amplifier consumes a significant portion of the power
budget of a cellphone, it is only turned on when required to save power.
Unfortunately, this causes the power supply of the system to droop when the PA is
switched on, and to recover when the PA is switched off. This causes large transients
(as high as 300 mV) in the power supply that need to be suppressed by the reference
generator. As the PA turns on and off in a periodic manner, it adds ripple on the power
supply at the switching frequency and its harmonics. The reference has to significantly
attenuate the effect of this ripple on its output voltage.
The audio sub-circuit has the most critical requirement in this aspect. The audio sub-
block uses the reference voltage to convert digital bits to audio, and any non-ideality
in the reference voltage shows up directly in the audio stream. The human ear is
significantly more sensitive to tones compared to white noise, therefore suppressing this
periodic ripple on the power supply is very important.
The audio sub-block aims for an SNR of about 90 dB. To ensure that the tonal
components of noise (from the power supply) are suppressed much further, we need to
have a PSRR > 90dB. For a further suppression by a factor of 10, we need at least 20
dB of additional PSRR. This results in an overall PSRR figure of 110 dB at the audio
output. The frame rate of a GSM PA (the rate at which it switches on and off) is 217
Hz. Therefore, maximum ripple is seen at this frequency. The ripple sidebands fall off
as 1/f with frequency, reducing the PSRR requirement at higher frequencies. As we care
about the audio band (20-20kHz), this means we need >110 dB of rejection at 217 Hz,
and > 70 dB of rejection at 20k. As there are always coupling mechanisms that cannot
be simulated, the specification conservatively aims at 120 dB of PSRR at 217 Hz, and
80 dB of PSRR at 20 kHz. These numbers are much higher than normally required,
and are a critical challenge in this design.
3.2.5 Output Variation
The DC variation in the bandgap voltage level with process and supply changes is
another important specification. The block most sensitive to DC variation is the battery
charger. It cannot tolerate more than +/- 1% variation in its output voltage (including
DC and temperature variation) . Therefore, it was decided to limit the DC variation
for the reference voltage going to the battery charger to less than +/-0.4%, which leaves
plenty of margin for temperature variation and offsets internal to the battery charger.
To attain this level of DC precision with changing process corners, it was necessary to
trim the voltage reference for the battery charger. The details of this trimming process
are discussed in section 6.1.1.In low power mode, the DC precision required is much
lower; the DC accuracy level required is about +/- 1%.
In addition, after the initial transient, the bandgap voltage must not vary by more
than +/- 5%, for any steps, transients or glitches on the power supply.
3.2.6 Noise
The audio sub-block is the primary determiner of this specification. As the audio
bandwidth of interest is 20-20kHz, the tightest specification is to have less than 3 pIV of
noise, integrated in the 20-20k bandwidth. In addition, some of the noise from higher
frequencies is downconvered into the audio range during audio processing. For this
reason, the noise in the 20-1GHz range is limited to about 100 IV.
3.2.7 Power Consumption
As mentioned previously, the block needs to have two power modes - low power
and high power. In the low power mode, the block is expected to consume less than
30 jiA of power, drawn from the VBATT supply. This does not include the currents
supplied to other blocks. During high power mode, the power budget goes up to around
300 pA drawn from the VBATT supply for the fine bandgap. This does not include the
power drawn for refgen.i, that supplies currents to other blocks, and can be turned off
independently.
3.2.8 Temperature Variation
Again, as mentioned in section 3.2.5, the battery charger sets this specification. The
target is a temperature variation of less than +/-0.4% for a temperature range of -400C
to 1250 C. Combined with the the +/-0.4% specification for the DC variation, it leaves
us enough margin for the overall +/- 1% requirement. In addition, the battery charging
circuit is only required to function in the O0C to 850 C range, giving us additional margin.
3.3 Overall Architecture
Figure 3.1 gives a block-level description of the structure of the bandgap block. It is
a two-stage design, with the coarse bandgap being used to supply the reference in the
low power mode, and the fine bandgap being used in the high power mode. In addition
to the two main bandgap circuits, there are two other important blocks - the refgeni
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Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of Bandgap Circuit
and the vbgout block. The following subsections analyze the operation of the circuit
in both low and high power mode.
3.3.1 Operation in low power mode
Figure 3.2 shows the reference block in low power mode. When the reference block
receives an enable signal to power itself on, it turns on the coarse bandgap and vbgout
sub blocks. The fine bandgap, and the refgen-i blocks are kept powered down to save
power. The coarse bandgap then supplies the reference voltage to the vbgout block.
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Figure 3.2: Block Diagram of Bandgap Circuit in Low Power Mode
The coarse bandgap block also has a small voltage-to-current conversion circuit built in.
This current is then mirrored and set out to some other blocks on in low power mode,
including the DC/DC converter and the regulators. This current is drawn from another
supply (Vperm) to prevent other blocks from potentially being exposed to voltages >
3.63V.
The vbg.out block has two major roles in the low power mode. It includes an
hysteretic comparator that compares the bandgap voltage to Vperm/3. Once the coarse
bandgap voltage rises above this threshold, it sends out an OK signal to the rest of the
chip, which allows other blocks to begin using this voltage.
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The other major role of the vbg.out block is to act as a fast charging circuit. The
output of the vbgout block is connected to a large external cap, to provide external
filtering as well as reduce the amount of thermal noise on the reference voltage.Therefore,
the turn-on time of the bandgap block is slew-rate limited by the coarse bandgap. As
the current levels in the coarse bandgap circuit are low, this caused the output node
to take a long time in charging up. Therefore, vbg.out has a fast charging circuit that
provides extra charging current while the output of vbg.out is below the output of the
coarse bandgap), and turns itself off automatically.
3.3.2 Operation in High Power Mode
When the bandgap is told to switch to the high power mode, both the blocks that
were switched off in the low power mode (the fine bandgap and the refgeni) are switched
on.
When the fine bandgap is turned on, it draws current through the output stage of
the coarse bandgap. The output stage of the coarse bandgap is built to act as an rough
regulator for the fine bandgap. The output voltage is regulated to be around twice the
bandgap voltage. Therefore, the fine bandgap sees a power supply of about 2.5V.
By using the output stage of the coarse bandgap as a supply for the fine bandgap,
we achieve two major gains. By limiting the supply voltage for the fine bandgap to
2.5V, we do not have to worry about any protection issues in the fine bandgap. If we
had instead used Vbatt directly, we would have had to add protection circuitry to the
fine bandgap as well. This would have reduced performance as well as increased the
complexity of the circuit.
However, the most important reason for the two stage design was that it made the
PSRR requirement manageable. In section 3.2.4, we saw the high PSRR requirement
(120 dB at 217 Hz, and 80 dB at 20k) for the system. The two stage design allows us to
split this requirement across 2 circuits, rather than try and achieve it in a single stage.
The different power and accuracy requirements of the low power and high power almost
necessitates using different circuits for each mode. By isolating the fine bandgap from
the power supply using the coarse bandgap, we can harness this requirement to help us
achieve high PSRR. The major disadvantage of this technique is that it increases the
complexity and the power consumption of the coarse bandgap somewhat, as now it has
to act as an regulator in addition to a bandgap circuit.
The implementation of the fine bandgap is very close to a standard Brokaw cell, with
some changes in the biasing structure. In addition, the bandgap voltage is trimmed to
ensure better accuracy. By trimming, we can calibrate the chip to operate at the voltage
at which it has the least temperature variation.
The refgen.i block is used to convert the bandgap voltage into a current. This current
is used both as a bias current and used to recreate the bandgap voltage in different blocks
(by running this current through a resistor identical to the one in the refgeni block).
This allows us to transfer the bandgap voltage to different blocks without having to
worry about picking up interference on the line. The refgeni block has a small-regulator
type circuit, using the bandgap voltage as its reference. The regulator is loaded with
a resistor (that is trimmable to change the effective resistance). This current is then
mirrored out to the battery charger block, which has the tightest accuracy requirements.
The trimmable resistor is controlled by trying to match the output of a battery charger
to a golden reference.
This two stage trimming process allows us to get both good temperature performance
and DC accuracy. Many applications (like the battery charger) want a constant voltage
with small temperature and process variation. However, the DC voltage for the best
temperature performance is not necessarily the exact DC voltage required by the charger,
and changes with process corners. With this two step trimming process, the first step
reduces temperature variation by trimming to achieve the best temperature coefficient.
The second trimming step takes this voltage, and adjusts the DC level independent of
temperature variation (this approximation is valid to the extent that resistor ratios track
well across temperature). This allows us to get an accurate DC voltage as well as low
temperature variation.
When the high power mode is enabled, the vbg.out block switches off the connection
to the coarse bandgap, so the output cap is connected to the fine bandgap. Some filtering
is employed to make the transition gradual. The coarse bandgap is still used to provide
reference currents to blocks like the LDO and the DC/DC converter.
Chapter 4
The Coarse Bandgap
In this chapter, we discuss the implementation details of the coarse bandgap.
Section 4.1 describes the overall operation of the coarse bandgap, and identifies the
various sub-circuits that are discussed at length in the latter sections.
Section 4.2 talks about the core bandgap-generating section of the circuit, along
with the output stage that biases the bipolar transistors and acts as an regulator in
high power mode. We also talk about the techniques used to protect the transistors
from seeing excessive voltage across their terminals.
Section 4.3 discusses the operation of the startup circuit in detail. It also describes
the voltage stress issues associated with the power-down devices during startup, and
how those issues were managed.
Section 4.4 describes how the bandgap voltage is used to generate a bias current that
is then mirrored to other sections of the chip.
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Figure 4.1: The Circuit Used to Implement the Coarse Bandgap
4.1 Coarse Bandgap Overview
Figure 4.1 shows the schematic implementation of the coarse bandgap. It uses VBATT
as the primary supply, using it to run the bandgap core, output stage and the startup
circuit. VPERM is used to draw the output currents sent to other blocks.
The core section uses a pair of differently sized BJT's (Q1A and Q1B) and NMOS
devices (M3A and M3B) to force a voltage across R1 that is proportional to Vth, the
thermal voltage. The resistor R1 then sets the current that flows through M3A and M3B.
R2 carries the sum of both those currents, and can be trimmed to adjust its resistance.
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Therefore, the output voltage is set by VBE(Q1B)) + VR 2. As VR2 can be adjusted, and
is directly proportional to temperature, the resulting voltage is a first order temperature
compensated bandgap.
The output stage (defined by MO1,M02,MO3,MO4,R 3 and R4) helps supply the
base currents for Q1A and Q1B. In addition, MO1 and M02 are sized up to ensure that
they can support the current load of the fine bandgap stage. The capacitor C1 is a miller
compensation capacitor that ensures stability in the system. The transistors M1A and
M1B improve stability in the system by removing the miller effect contributed by the
Cbe of the bipolar transistors. C2 is used to prevent stress during the coarse bandgap
startup; this will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.
There are also three voltage levels that have not been previously mentioned - Vmid,
Vmid - VT and Vmid + VT. These voltages are generated by another block on the chip,
and are based of VBATT. Section 4.2 discusses how these voltages are used to prevent
device stress in the circuit. The unique stress requirements of the design also affect the
way powerdown devices are used (and the pdn signal), which is covered in section 4.3.
The diodes D1-D3 are used for protection during the power-down mode.
The devices MS1-MS11 are used to start up the bandgap circuit out of a stable,
zero current state. The circuit consumes very little static current, and disconnects itself
automatically once the circuit is near proper operation. The operation of this startup
circuit is explained in section 4.3.
Finally, the bandgap voltage is then placed across a scaled resistor/diode combination
(R5 and MS2), which are a scaled version of the devices in the output stage (R4 and
M04). This generates a current = VBG/R5, which is then mirrored to other blocks. By
using a resistor/diode connected transistor combination, we can save area (because we
no longer have to use a larger resistor for the same current consumption). To recreate the
bandgap voltage, the current is simply passed through a resistor/diode stack identical to
R, and MC2.Ignoring mismatch, the voltage reproduced is exactly the bandgap voltage.
4.2 Bandgap Core and Output Stage
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Figure 4.2: The Circuit Used to Implement the Coarse Bandgap
Figure 4.2 shows the bandgap core and the output stage. The BJT Q1A is 4 times
larger than Q1B, while M3B is also 4 times larger than M4A. To determine the voltage
VR1, we ignore the protection transistors for now. Then: VR1 = VBE,Q1A - VBE,Q1B
(kT) In 1 CQ (1A) ) In ( Q1), where Ic indicates collector current and Is is the
q IS,Q1A q IS,Q1B
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bipolar saturation current when VBE =0.
Now, IC,QIB = 4 IC,Q1A (because the current mirror M3B is 4 times larger than M3A).
Also, IS,QIA) = 4 IS,Q1B (as Q1A is 4 times larger than QIB). Simplifying the expression
for VR1, and plugging in the previous two relations, we get VR1 = (-T) ln(16). Therefore,
using this structure, we have generated a voltage that is only dependent on temperature
(and the ratios of the transistors). However, to generate a bandgap voltage, we cannot
simply add this voltage to the VBE of a BJT. We need a way to have a multiplicative
constant that can be changed, to ensure we can always reach the optimum temperature
coefficient even with process variation. This is the role played by R2. As the current
flowing through R2 is simply the sum of currents flowing through Q1A and Q1B, which
is fixed by the resistor R 1, we have:
IR2 = IC,QIA + 'C,Q1B = 51 C,Q1A = 5 (yR). Therefore, VBandgap = VBE,Q2A + VR1 +
VR2 = VBE,Q2A + 5 (&) (') In(16). By making R2 trimmable (i.e its value can be
changed), we can trim the overall bandgap voltage to achieve the optimum temperature
coefficient. Figure 4.3 shows the temperature variation of a properly trimmed coarse
bandgap output voltage.
This bandgap voltage is then placed across a resistor/diode combination (R4/M04).
Then, another (almost) identical stack is placed on top of it(M03/R3). Therefore, the
voltage at the VREG is approximately 2VBG. The node VBG is connected in negative
feedback with the base of the bipolar transistors. In order to support the bandgap
voltage, and the current flowing through the bipolar transistors, the output leg supplies
current to the base of the transistors. Because of the low p of the transistors, the base
current is comparable to the collector current. Therefore, there is a difference between
the current flowing through R3 and R 4. To account for this, R3 is sized to be smaller
than R4 .
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Figure 4.3: Temperature variation of the Coarse Bandgap Circuit
By supplying the base current from the output stage(rather than diode connecting
the BJT's), we reduce the impact of the low beta of the transistors on VR1. Had we
diode connected the transistors to one particular leg, there would have been a significant
deviation of the currents through M3A and M3B (from the ideal ratio of 4:1), because
M3A would have to supply all of the base current. In the present architecture, the base
current also splits in the correct ratio between the two legs, thereby keeping the current
ratios near 4:1. This also allows us to tolerate lower power supply voltages (as VCE,Sat
is less than VBE for a bipolar transistor).
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the Trimmable resistor
4.2.1 Resistor Trimming
Figure 4.4 shows the implementation of the trimmable resistor R2 from Figure 4.2.
There are 16 small resistors in series, with a switch connected after each resistor. The
sources of all these switches are shorted. This shorted node is connected to ground. In
order to set the effective resistance, we turn one switch on, while leaving the rest of the
switches off. This lets us bypass the resistors that follow the switch. To change the
resistance, we simply turn on an different switch. For example, turning M1 on gives us
a resistance of R2, while turning on M2 instead gives us R2 + Rtl. The switch control
signals are supplied as a 4 bit binary number. To control the 16 switches, we use a
binary to thermometer code converter, which is not shown in the figure. Figure 4.5
shows how we can vary the output voltage (and bring it to the optimum value for low
temperature variation) by changing the trim code.
4.2.2 Transistor Protection Strategy
The voltages Vmid, Vmid + VT and Vmid - VT are used to protect transistors from
seeing excessive voltage across any two terminals. Vmid is (Y 2--),and VT is the thresh-
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Figure 4.5: Output Change with Trim Code stepping from 0000 to 1111 sequentially
old voltage drop of a representative transistor (it is designed to be around 0.7V). The
protection strategy on this chip relies on using this voltage to bias protection transistors.
By biasing PMOS transistors using Vmid - VT and NMOS transistors using Vmid + VT, we
can force the source nodes of these transistors to be around Vmid. As the maximum value
of Vbatt is around 5.5V, both Vmid and VBATT - Vmid are below the voltage stress limits
of the transistors. Therefore, all the transistors on that particular leg are protected.
For example, take M2A and M2B from figure 4.1. When the circuit is fully opera-
tional, the source of the two devices (nodes A and B respectively) are at Vmid. Thus all
the devices below A and B are protected, as Vmid is lower than the breakdown voltage for
the process. Similarly, all the devices above A and B never see more than VBATT - Vmid,
which again is safe for the process.
When the block is turned off, the only current flowing through these transistors is
leakage current because of parasitic diodes. Therefore, floating nodes either float up to
VBATT or down to ground, depending on relative strength of the parasitic diodes. This
may cause stress issues on some of the transistors. To prevent this from happening, we
have diode connected transistors that turn on and clamp a node when it falls too low
or too high(D1,D2,D3).
4.2.3 Loop Stability
For stability analysis, the coarse bandgap looks like a two stage amplifier, with the
core making up the first stage, and the output leg making up the second stage.
The primary method of compensation is miller compensation, using Cm.As the out-
put transistor is sized to carry a lot of current, the gain across the stage is significant.
Therefore, the dominant pole of the system is at 1, Rcm+c,)R, where R, is the output
impedance of the bandgap core, and C, is the gate to source capacitance of the output
transistor.
The largest parasitic pole is at, the input of the bandgap core, and the capacitance is
contributed by the bipolar pair. The frequency of this pole is CpR 1. Therefore, in order
to have good phase margin, we need to either reduce C, or Ri. Reducing C, involves
using a smaller bipolar device. As the bipolar devices in a CMOS process have poor
performance, this is not always a practical solution. Therefore, improving stability in
the system involves lowering R1, which increases current. For this reason, the current
in the output stage is set by the stability requirements of the circuit.
One of the reasons to cascode the bandgap core using M1A and M1B is to improve
stability(Figure 4.2). By adding that cascode pair, we eliminate the parasitic pole
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Figure 4.6: Stability model of the Coarse Bandgap
associated with the Cbc of the bipolar devices (which would have shown up as additional
miller capacitance in parallel with C, in Figure 4.6). It also helps improve PSRR, which
is discussed in another section.
Finally, there is also a large impedance Rz in series with the output of the bandgap.
This resistor comes into play when the bandgap is connected to a large external capacitor
(to improve noise and PSRR performance). Without the resistor, this simply adds a
low frequency pole at 1 that seriously compromises the stability of the system.
Adding the large resistor in series adds a low frequency zero (at ) that changes in
Cout z
proportion with the additional pole at co ,(RI+±R), and prevents loss of phase margin.
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Figure 4.7: Gain and Phase Stability Plots for the Coarse Bandgap
4.2.4 PSRR in Coarse Bandgap
The primary method of suppressing power supply variation is the gain of the feed-
back loop. DC suppression is approximately equal to AogmRi, with PSRR at 20 kHz
(the highest frequency of interest) being around Aiim.ro. Therefore, the PSRR per-
formance of the bandgap is essentially just the inverse of the loop gain, which can be
seen in corresponding plots Figure 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Power Supply Rejection of the Coarse Bandgap Voltage
4.3 Startup Circuit and Power Up
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Figure 4.9: Startup Circuit for Coarse bandgap
Figure 4.9 shows the startup circuit used in the coarse bandgap. To see how it
works , let us assume the bandgap is initially off. This implies that node B is high (at
Vbatt), and node A is low. Therefore, there is no current in the leg containing MS6, and
keeps the V,, on MS7 close to zero. The transistors MS8-MS11 form one (long) PMOS
transistor. Therefore, with MS7 off, MS8-MS11 pull the gate of MS1 high. This turns
MS1 on, and forces current through the bandgap core, forcing the bandgap circuit on.
Once the circuit reaches normal operation, the gate of M3B (node A in the figure) starts
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to go below Vbatt. As MS4 is matched to M3B, an scaled amount of the current flowing
in M3B starts to flow in MS4, and consequently MS6. This raises the gate voltage of
MS7, and turns it on. At this point, MS7 and MS8-MS11 are competing for control of
the gate of MS3 (node C). Now, the circuit is designed so that MS7 is much stronger
than MS8-MS11. Therefore, when the gate of MS7 goes high, it forces node C low. This
turns off MS1, which was supplying the startup current to the bandgap core. As long
as the bandgap circuit is turned on, with proper current flowing through it, MS7 keeps
the startup current off. However, if the bandgap circuit is not on, MS7 is off, and the
transistors MS8-MS11 turn on a startup current. The resistor R5 and MS2 control the
amount of startup current provided to the circuit; their sizing is empirical. MS5 is used
to protect the transistors from stress. The transistors MS7, and MS8-MS11 are powered
from Vperrm rather than Vbtt. This is to reduce the need to manage stress concerns.
As these transistors will not draw current during normal operation, there is not much
loading on the supply. All the DC current is drawn directly from Vbatt. Figure 4.10
shows the bandgap voltage reaching its steady state value after the block gets its enable
signal.
In addition to normal startup, the power-down devices require some attention. In
Figure 4.1, MPD1 and MPD2 are the power-down devices, designed to pull the gates
of M3B and MO1 high when the circuit is switched off. They are controlled by the
power-down signal pdn. Now, pdn is controlled by a digital signal based off Vperm.
However, MPD1 and MPD2 cannot be pulled down to ground because that would cause
V,, stress on the transistors. Also, to turn the devices off, pdn needs to go to Vbatt, not
just VPERM. This necessitates the use of a voltage level shifter. The level shifter takes
in a VPERM domain input, and translates it into the VBATT voltage domain. It also
has protection circuitry (because it sees VBATT) that prevents the output from going
Figure 4.10: Start-up of the Coarse Bandgap voltage. The enable signal steps from 
0-3V
in 1~s. The bandgap voltage starts up in 5-7 ips
too low when the input is ground. Therefore, it converts VPERM to VBATT, and ground
to VMID. Figure 4.12 shows the voltage on the pdn node when the 
circuit is switched
on and off. Figure 4.11 shows the level shifter topology used. The topology is fairly
standard, and described in literaturel1 1). The major difference is the use of the diode-
connected transistors D1-D 4 . These transistors prevent the nodes they are connected to
from moving too low or too high by clamping them to Vmid. In addition, the transistors
M1-M4 are used for high voltage protection, as outlined in the transistor protection
strategy section( Section 4.2.2).
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Figure 4.11: Circuit Diagram of the Level Shifter
4.4 Reference Current Generation
To generate reference currents for blocks like the DC/DC, we simply convert the
bandgap voltage to a current using a resistor. Figure 4.13 illustrates this circuit.
MC2,R6 and MC1 are scaled replicas of M03, R4 and M04 respectively in the out-
put stage. Therefore, when the gate of MC2 is tied at VNB (which is the voltage on the
gate of M04), the voltage at node A is VBG (up to matching limits). Therefore, the
c
Figure 4.12: Voltage on the pdn node of the Coarse Bandgap. When the Bandgap is
disabled, the pdn node is low. When it is enabled, it moves up to Vbatt
current is approximately given by -. This current is then mirrored using the current
mirror MC3 to outside blocks that are connected to the pin lOUTr
VPERM
VNB
MC4
rJT
Figure 4.13: Voltage to Current Conversion Circuit for Coarse bandgap
Chapter 5
The Fine Bandgap
In this chapter, we discuss the imp)lementation details of the fine bandgap.
Section 5.1 describes the overall operation of the fine bandgap, and identifies the
various sub-circuits that are discussed at length in the latter sections.
Section 5.2 talks about the core bandgap-generating section of the circuit. We discuss
the biasing structure, which enables us to save a bias leg of current. It also describes
how the PSRR and noise specifications shaped the design of the opamp used in this
structure.
Section 5.3 discusses the operation of the startup circuit.
Section 5.4 describes the control circuitry used to enable the bandgap circuit, and
to generate an OK signal when the fine bandgap is ready for use.
5.1 Fine Bandgap Overview
The fine bandgap is based on the Brokaw architecture [ll, but with a few changes.
Figure 5.1 shows the overall circuit. As in the coarse bandgap, Q1 and Q2 are sized
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Figure 5.1: Circuit Schematic for the Fine Bandgap
differently, as are MP1A and MP1B. This forces a constant voltage of Vthln(16) across
R3 . The reader is referred to chapter four for details of the derivation. This voltage
causes a current of magnitude Vthn(16) to flow through Q1 and Vthln(l 6 ) to flow throughR 3  4R 3
Q2.
In order to tune this voltage to the right bandgap voltage, it is necessary to be able
to adjust one of the resistors R 1, R3 or R4. In this design, we have chosen to make R1
the tunable resistor by adding trimming bits in it. The startup circuit again is controlled
by an external signal, which turns it on.
As mentioned earlier, the fine bandgap runs off a supply (Vreg), which is approxi-
mately 2 VBG,Coarse. This voltage is around 2.4V, therefore, there is no need to add any
protection circuitry to this sub-block.
We have a control sub-circuit (fbg.control). It takes in control signals from other
blocks, and uses it to power up and power down the circuit. In addition, it turns on/off
MSW, which is the main path for the bandgap voltage to leave the sub-block. Finally,
it also produces an OK signal when the fine bandgap voltage is ready for use.
5.2 Fine Bandgap Core
Figure 5.2: Bandgap Core for the Fine Bandgap
Figure 5.2 shows the core bandgap circuit. This circuit is somewhat different from
a classical implementation of a Brokaw cell. Adding the current mirrors M1A and M1B
helps us in two ways. First, it prevents us from having to design a high gain opamp
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with a output stage that caii supply significant amiounts of current. Instead, this (lesign
uses an extremely simple opamp (an actively loaded differential pair with a resistor tail
source), which results in significant design time, area and power savings. In addition,
by having scaled current mirrors(4:1), we are able to increase the voltage across R 3 from
VTHln(4) to VTHln(1 6 ), without having to scale the bipolar transistors massively (4:1
instead of 16:1).
Also, in a traditional implementation like the one shown in figure 2.3, the opamp
has to be able to run off a input connm)on mode voltage of about VBE, which is the base-
emitter voltage drop of a bipolar transistor. Generally, this ranges between 0.6-0.8 V,
depending on the current levels and the process corner. A voltage of around 0.6V is not
enough to turn on an NMOS differential pair (and drop the required VDS across the tail
current source). This would force us to use an PMOS input pair. However, the output
of the opamp needs to drive a PMOS transistor based off V,,g. Therefore, the output
common mode voltage needs to be fairly high. This set of requirements complicates the
opamp design, adding power and noise into the system.
One way of solving this problem is to increase the input common mode voltage of the
opamp. Figure 5.3 shows a basic schematic of this implementation.This implementation
gives a common mode voltage of 2VBE for the opamup by using a pair of stacked bipolar
transistors. This allows us to use an NMOS input differential pair for the input of
the opamp. However, the bandgap voltage for lowest temperature variation is given
by Vr ( = VBE + K1 VT, for some K1 dependent on process conditions. Now, with 2
stacked bipolar devices, if we wanted to generate a bandgap voltage by adding a resistor
on top of Q2A(Ra in Fig. 5.2), we would have Vo.,t = 2 VBE + K 2VT. Now, to get the
best temperature performance, K2 = 2K1 , which gives Vo,,t = 2 (VBE + KIVT). Now, as
VBE + KIVT 1.2V, Vo.,,t  2.4V. This is almost equal to the power supply voltage for
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Figure 5.3: Alternative Implementation for the Core
this block, which leaves little to no headroom for the current mirrors. Also, 
the output
bandgap voltage cannot be switched easily between the coarse and the fine 
bandgap
voltage. The external capacitor used for filtering would need to charge for 
a while,
and all the circuits connected to that node would have to be made aware of 
when the
bandgap reference switches from a 1.2V reference to a 2.4 V reference. Due to all 
these
issues, the implementation shown in Fig 5.2 does not generate the bandgap voltage
on the same leg as the PTAT current. Instead, it mirrors the PTAT current, 
into a
separate resistor/BJT leg, generating a bandgap voltage close to 1.2 V. This method
avoids the issues outlined above; however, it comes at the cost of additional power and
area consumption.
Our solution to this problem was to use an architecture similar to the coarse bandgap.
Instead of using two bipolar transistors to raise the input bias voltage of the opamp,
we use only one, with a common resistor(R 4) to raise the input common mode voltage.
This architecture is shown in Fig 5.2. In this case, the bandgap voltage is given by :
VTHfl() +VTHFn(16)VcF = ( VT ln( ) R4 + VBE,Q2 + VTn(16)) R 1. In order to tune this
voltage across process corners, R 4 is built to be a trimmable resistor.
The reason for using both R 1 and R 4 to generate the PTAT voltage (unlike the coarse
bandgap where we only use one resistor) is to improve the noise performance. To see
the justification for this statement, let us look at the noise added by R4 . As any noise
contribution from R 4 is common mode to the opamp, it is not reduced by the loop gain
of the system, and contributes directly to output noise. In contrast, any noise added
by R, causes a differential voltage to be developed across the opamp. This allows the
output noise to be reduced by the loop gain of the system. Thus, the noise contribution
of R 4 per unit resistance is higher than the noise contribution of R 1. To minimize the
impact of noise from R 4, we placed just enough resistance R 4 in order to be able to
bias the input NMOS pair of the opamp reliably, and moved the remaining resistance
required to generate a trimmable bandgap voltage to R 1.
5.2.1 Loop Stability
From the stability point of view, the system looks like a two stage amplifier. The
opamp comprises the first stage, and is simply an actively loaded NMOS differential
pair. The second stage is formed by the current mirrors, which are loaded by the diode
connected BJT's. The overall loop gain is given by Gain = Ag-,r,MP1BR1. To derive this
expression, let us first break the feedback loop at the output of the opamp in figure 5.2.
If we apply a test small signal vinto the gates of MP1A and MP1B, we get iMP1A = iQ1 =
4 gm,MP1BVin and iMP2A = iQ2 = gm,MP1BVin (Because gm,MP1A = 4gm,MP1B). Now, the
impedance of a diode connected BJT is equal to 1 . Therefore, V_ = V + 2 and4 01 c40,q2
V+ = VR4 + + iQiR3. As = -Z , we have V+ - V- = iQIR3 . Therefore,
401c,Q1 40Ic,Q1 4 0Ic,Q2w
loop gain is given by A(V+ - V-) = AgmMPlBR 3.
This system is dominant pole compensated. The capacitance is provided by the Cg,
of MP1A and MP1B. Due to the relatively small loop gain, and the large size of the
transistors, there is no need for any extra compensation capacitance.
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Figure 5.4: Representative Gain and Phase Margin for the Fine Bandgap
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5.2.2 PSRR of Fine Bandgap
To a first order approximation, the power supply rejection of the fine bandgap is equal
to the loop gain in the core bandgap. Because of the differential nature of the opamp
input, the effective loop gain is given by AgmR3, where A is the gain of the opamp,and
gm is the transconductance of MP1A. However, this first order approximation suffers
from many faults. It does not take into account the effects of the output impedance
of the current mirrors, and the finite PSRR of the opamp itself. Therefore, the actual
PSRR performance is significantly different from this first order calculation.
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Figure 5.5: Power Supply Rejection of the Fine Bandgap Voltage
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5.2.3 Noise Performance
In contrast to the coarse bandgap, the noise performance of the fine bandgap is
quite critical. There are three major sources of noise in this circuit - flicker noise from
transistors, thermal noise from transistors and thermal noise from resistors. By using
an external capacitor for filtering, we are able to reduce the impact of the thermal
noise from both resistors and transistors. However, as we are interested in the audio-
band noise for this circuit (20-20 kHz), flicker noise plays an important role too. MOS
transistors have significantly higher flicker noise than bipolar transistors. Therefore, for
the purposes of this discussion, we ignore flicker noise contributions from the bipolar
transistors.
There are two major ways of dealing with flicker noise. Chopping is a technique
that is commonly used to eliminate flicker noise [12 ]. By flipping transistors in pairs at a
frequency f, we can translate the low frequency flicker noise to that frequency level. By
choosing a large enough frequency, we can shift most of the flicker noise away from the
audio band. The disadvantage of this technique is the added complexity, as well as the
higher power consumption that would be required. In addition, switching introduces
tones at multiples of the switching frequency, which have an adverse impact on the RF
blocks on this chip. The other way is to increase the size of the devices, as flicker noise
goes down as the square root of the area. In this circuit, we chose to increase the size
of the devices to reduce flicker noise.
Overall, by using larger transistors and external filtering for thermal noise, we have
been able to bring the noise in the audio band down to about 0.6 V, well within the
required specification.
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Figure 5.6: Output Noise - Unfiltered
5.2.4 Resistor Trimming
Figure 5.8 shows the trimmable resistor used. Only a small portion of the resistor
is trimmable; the rest is fixed. We have 16 settings(4 bits) for the effective resistance
value. To change the effective resistance (and the bandgap voltage), we simply short a
new switch to the output. The resistance above the shorted switch does not affect the
bandgap voltage. The trimming resistor step size is 60 Ohms. With around 100 PA
of current flowing (in typical case), we have a step size of 6 mV. In order to trim the
voltage, the production tester looks at the output bandgap voltage, and shorts different
switches till it finds the setting that is closest to the reference level desired. The desired
reference level will be determined by lab measurements of the chip to figure out the
optimum voltage for best temperature performance.
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Figure 5.7: Output Noise - Filtered with a 1pF External Capacitor
5.3 Fine Bandgap Startup Circuit
The startup circuit for the fine bandgap is similar to the circuit used in the coarse
bandgap. Figure 5.9 shoes the startup circuit used. Again, the aim is to pull down the
gates of the devices MP1A and MP1B when the circuit has to be turned on.
When the circuit is off, the node gdrive is pulled up to V,,r by power down devices.
The node supb is also pulled up by a pullup device(MP1C).This turns the output of the
inverter formed by MPS1/MNS5 low, and keeps the transistor MNS6 off. Now, when
the bandgap is required to be turned on, the node fbg.enable is pulled up to Veg. This
control 15:0>
LA, i
VbgO.
M2 Rompp
M,5
MIS
MI R
Figure 5.8: Trimming resistor
causes the node supb to collapse (as M1D is still off). This turns on MNS6, which forces
gdrive to go low, as it can not supply DC current. Once the bandgap is near proper
operation, M1D is turned on strong enough to pull supb up near Ve (because M1D is
built to be much stronger during normal operation than MNS1-MNS4). This turns off
MNS6, and the startup circuit is disconnected from the main circuit.
5.4 Fine Bandgap Control Circuitry
In order to make efficient use of power, the fine bandgap is turned off until its accu-
racy level is required. This brings about the problem of switching accurately between
the coarse and the fine bandgap levels. The block vbg_out achieves this(Figure 7.1).
Ratep
bgf
Figure 5.9: Schematic for Fine bandgap Startup Circuit
In order for that block to be able to do its job properly, it needs to get a signal that
indicates that the fine bandgap is operational and the reference provided by it is ready
to use. This signal is generated internally in the fine bandgap.
The control circuitry for the fine bandgap, in addition to controlling the power-
down devices, is responsible for generating this signal. To generate this signal, it uses a
hysteretic comparator, with a hysteresis of about 125 mV. This comparator is powered
using VPERM
, 
and uses bias currents from the coarse bandgap. It compares the fine
bandgap voltage to the coarse bandgap voltage, and switches high when VBG,Fine >
VBG,Coarse - 75mV. The output goes low when the VBG,Fine < VBG,Coarse + 75mV. The
hysteretic comparator is shown in Figure 5.11.
The hysteresis prevents the powerok signal from turning on and off repeatedly due to
chatter noise on the fine or the coarse bandgap. The main for using hysteresis, however,
is to prevent a situation where the power.ok signal does not turn on at all because of a
Trlmsient Response
Figure 5.10: Fine Bandgap Starting up when Enable Signal is Stepped from 0 to 3 V
small mismatch in the two voltage levels. Because the topologies, current and trimming
levels of the fine and the coarse bandgap are different, it is likely that they will have
slightly different DC levels. If the fine bandgap level happened to be below the coarse
bandgap level, the fine bandgap would never turn on. By switching 75 mV below the
coarse bandgap level, we ensure that regardless of small DC differences between the
coarse and the fine bandgap, it is always possible for the comparator to trigger.
There are different ways of introducing hysteresis in a comparator. The most com-
monly used ones are described in [61. The scheme currently used is described in[13 ].
Figure 5.12 shows a plot of the hysteresis produced by the circuit in figure 5.11.
Out
Figure 5.11: Circuit for Hysteretic Comparator
Figure 5.12: Plot of Hysteresis
Chapter 6
Voltage to Current Converter for
Fine Bandgap
Almost all the blocks in the chip this bandgap was designed to use currents rather
than voltages. The reason is twofold. First, the current can be used as a reference to
set up bias levels inside the block. Also, regenerating the bandgap voltage inside the
target block from a current is typically more accurate than routing the voltage directly.
This is because any routing impedance can cause a voltage drop, and any interference
from other blocks has a bigger impact.
Section 6.1 describes the operation of the refgeniJ circuit. It also discusses the
trimming strategy employed, which allows a single trim to be used for two different set
of reference currents.
Section 6.2 outlines the selection process for the opamp, and the stability analysis
for the system.
6.1 Refgend overview and Trimming strategy
Figure 6.1: Voltage to Current Conversion Schematic
Figure 6.1 shows the operation of the refgeni block. Overall, the block looks similar
to a regulator with a trimable resistor. The opamp input compares a reference voltage
to the voltage across a trimable resistor. It then drives that voltage close to the reference
level. By adjusting the value of the resistance R 1, we can change the amount of current
that flows through MP1A. This current is then mirrored through MP2A to the charger
block. This current is given by: IMP2A = .v" The charger block has a resistance R 2
which converts this current to a scaled bandgap voltage given by VCHG = RVBGF-
To trim the output voltage the tester looks at VCHG(Output of the charger block),
and changes R 1 till the voltage is close to the intended DC target. The original bandgap
voltage was trimmed for an accurate temperature coefficient, which may not necessarily
be at the DC level the charger requires. With this second trimming step, the output
voltage on the charger is both DC-accurate and has a low temperature coefficient.
The current mirrors are cascoded for better matching accuracy between the legs.
The bias voltage for the cascode transistors is generated by the opamp. In order to
further increase matching accuracy, we degenerate the current mirrors using RD1 and
RD2.
There is another identical regulator, used to supply the other blocks with a reference
current. The reference voltage for this regulator is generated by the regulator used
for the battery charger. The following subsection discusses the advantage of using this
mechanism.
6.1.1 Trimming Strategy
Figure 6.2: Trimming resistor
Figure 6.2 shows the trimming resistor used in the refgeni circuit. Only a small
part of the resistor is actually trimmable, and shown in the circuit. With 4 control bits,
there are 16 possible trim states (there is a binary-to-thermometer decoder not shown
in the figure). Each unit resistor (Rstep) is around 60 Ohms, and the nominal current
in the resistor is about 100pA. This gives a step size of about 6inV. Multiple switches
are connected, with one end shorted common and the other end going to individual step
resistors. Only one switch is shorted at any time.
Tsmhflt Rtsons
"No &S)
Figure 6.3: Trimming range of the resistor, when the trim code is swept from 0000 to
1111
The "effective" R 1 is determined by looking at the impedance from the shorted
switch to ro.t. The impedance seen above the shorting switch is not in the feedback
path, and therefore, not a part of the "effective" R, seen by the circuit. To change R1,
one simply needs to change the switch that is shorted. The shorted node is used as the
feedback node into the opamp.
There is another connection from a fixed point in this resistor (Vref2). This node
is used as the reference voltage by the second regulator in refgeni. This is used to
essentially auto-correct the reference voltage. Let the (fixed) resistance from eVf2 to
ground be Rgen. Now, Iref = . Therefore Vref2 = . Comparing to the
expression for VCHG, we have, Vref2 = VCHG. Therefore, if = R2 Vref2
automatically gets trimmed when the battery charger is trimmed. The only differences
are caused by mismatch between the pairs of current mirrors, or any errors induced in
the charger block (which are expected to be small).
6.2 Opamp Selection
The opamp used in this circuit has some specific criterion it must satisfy. It needs
to be able to run off a common mode voltage of around 1.2 V on the input, and drive
outputs referenced to Vna. It also needs to have relatively high gain to ensure that the
feedback voltage is close to the bandgap reference.
There are three major topologies that could have been considered : A two stage
opamp design, a telescopic opamp, and a folded cascode opamp. The two stage opamp
was abandoned because of the current mirror leg that follows it. With a two stage
opamp design, the current mirror/feedback resistor would act like a third gain stage,
and add another parasitic pole at the input of the opamp (node A). This, combined
with the dominant and non-dominant pole generated in a two-stage opamp design would
make such an opamp hard to stabilize. Therefore, we need to use a topology without
any internal high impedance nodes. The two major topologies of this kind available
are telescopic and folded cascode opamps. Both of them offer similar performance
levels. The biggest difference in our application is their swing range and input offset. A
telescopic opamp has significantly constrained swing range compared to a folded cascode
opamp. However, a folded cascode opamp contributes more offset (because there are
three major pairs of transistors that can contribute to input offset compared to two
pairs in a telescopic.
Because of the relatively large current levels in the current mirrors (100 ILA) and the
source degeneration (RD1 and RD2), the output node of the opamp has to be able to
go low; in fact sometimes close to 1V. Therefore, we decided to choose a folded cascode
topology in fact, despite the slightly higher complexity and offset penalty.
V.
Figure 6.4: Opamp
Figure 6.4 shows the schematic for this opamp. As this is a common topology well
described in literature [6], we shall not describe it in detail here.. The only point of
interest is current Ici,,as. The transistor generating is sized to make it about 1/10 the
current of the output legs. This current is then sent through MP3 and MP4 to generate
the bias voltages for the cascode transistors.
6.2.1 Stability
The dominant pole of this regulator structure is at the output of the operational
amplifier. The primary non-dominant pole is at the feedback input of the opamp. In
order to ensure stability at all corners, we have added additional capacitance (Cd) to the
output of the opamp. Figure 6.5 shows a representative stability plot for this system.
St obAy Respone
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Figure 6.5: Loop gain and phase margin
Chapter 7
Output Block for Bandgap Voltage
Because this block uses two different bandgap voltages, we need a way to switch
between the two voltages. The major responsibility of the vbg.out block is to ensure
that this happens in a timely, predictable manner. In addition, it serves as a fast
charging circuit for any external cap connected to filter the bandgap voltage. The two
circuits are independent of each other.
Section 7.1 discusses the circuitry used to switch between the coarse and the fine
bandgap voltage. This circuit also outputs an OK signal when the output bandgap
voltage is ready to use (similar to the way the fine bandgap sub-block sends out an OK
signal).
Section 7.2 describes the fast-charging circuitry that is used to charge the output
capacitor when coarse bandgap is turned on. This circuit is self regulated(i.e it turns
itself off once the voltage is close enough to the final required voltage).
Figure 7.1: Switching from Coarse to fine circuit
7.1 Switching Circuitry
Figure 7.1 shows the circuit used to switch between the coarse and the fine bandgap
voltage. The coarse bandgap voltage is separated from the fine bandgap voltage by a
switch. When the fine bandgap is disabled, the bgf.enable signal is low and the switch
MSW is turned on. The Fine bandgap sub-block has its own isolation switch built
into the sub-block (MSW in Figure 5.1). Therefore, the coarse bandgap node is never
directly shorted to the fine bandgap node. The voltage is then filtered through a filter
R1 and C1. This helps ensure a smooth transition from the coarse bandgap voltage to
the fine bandgap voltage and vice versa when the voltage is switched.
The resistors R1A and R1B are used to divide the vperm voltage down to about
yPIRA Given a nominal VPe,,m of about 3V, this makes for a node voltage at node
Vref of around 1V. This voltage is then compared to the bandgap voltage on node B
Vac
to determine if the bandgap is ready to use. To reduce design time, the same circuit
used to determine whether the fine bandgap was ready for use (Fig 5.11) was reused
here. However, instead of comparing the coarse and the fine bandgap voltages, here we
compare the coarse bandgap (or the fine bandgap) voltage to Vp,,rm/3. The fact that
Vperm/3 is always less than 1.2V allows us to ensure that the OK signal always turns
on.
The bias currents required by the compvbg.ok block are generated by the MP1A/R 3
leg. The resistor and the transistors are sized to approximately generate around 2/iA
of current. This current is then mirrored and supplied to other blocks. There will be
significant variation in this current, but this does not affect the performance of this
circuit measurably. All of these current legs have power-down devices to ensure that
the sub-block draws no power when it is powered down. Figure 7.2 shows the output
voltage switching between the coarse and the fine bandgap at around 100 Is.
7.2 Fast-Charge Circuit
Figure 7.3 depicts the circuit used to fast charge the output capacitor that is con-
nected to the vbg.f node. The main inputs to this block are vnb, ip2u and vbg.fchg.enb.
The node vnb is a voltage generated internally in the coarse bandgap circuit, and is equal
to VBGC + VT. ip2u is a bias current supplied by the coarse bandgap to this block, while
vbg.fchg.enb is a power-up signal used to enable the fast charge circuit. This signal is
an active low signal.
To see the operation of this circuit, let us see what happens when vbg.fchg.enb is
switched low. This forces the output of the NOR gate high, and turns on the transistor
MNSW3 hard. As the output capacitor is initially discharged, vbg.f is around zero.
Figure 7.2: Switching from Coarse to Fine Bandgap at 100 tps
Therefore, MNSW3, acting like a switch, pulls down its drain close to zero. This allows
a large current to flow to the output capacitor through MNO1C and MPM1A. This
current then tries to flow through the current mirror MPM1B. However, the current
mirrors MNM1A and MNM1B attempt to force a much lower current of 2 pIA at the
same time through the same leg. Therefore, MPM1B pulls up node A high (close to
Vperm), as long as the current in MPM1A is much higher than 2 ILA.
Because of this large charging current from MPM1A, the node vbgf starts rising, and
so does the drain of the transistor MNSW3. This reduces the overdrive on MNO1C, and
thus reduces the amount of current available for charging that flows through MPM1A.
As the current approaches 2 ptA, the node A collapses down, and causes the output
Figure 7.3: Fast Charge Circuit
of the NOR gate to go low. There is a hysteretic comparator in the path to prevent
"chattering" or accidental flips because of noise.
When the circuit starts up, node A is held high by the power down device MPSW2.
To prevent the node from collapsing in the time between MPSW2 turning off and
MPM1B starting to carry current, we add a small capacitor Co. Figure 7.4 shows
the fine bandgap voltage with an external capacitor attached. Note that the fast charge
block turns off (signal transitioning from high to low) when the output voltage is close
to the final bandgap voltage.
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Figure 7.4: Fast Charge Plot
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Chapter 8
Future Directions of Research and
Overall Simulation Results
Section 8.1 outlines suggestions for future explorations/improvements in this field.
To conclude this thesis, we present some overall simulation results for the whole
bandgap block. Section 8.2 contains some plots and a table outlining key metrics,
proposed specification and results from simulation.
8.1 Future ideas for further exploration
Although there has been a lot of progress in the present design, there are a few areas
where we feel further optimization is possible.
The biggest area for improvement is getting rid of the external capacitor. External
components cost money, board area and decrease reliability and manufacturability. The
primary stumbling block in the present design to removing the external capacitor is
the noise requirement. Without an external capacitor, the output noise of the present
design is around 19 uV in the 20-20kHz band. To get rid of the capacitor, the noise
level needs to come down to about 3 V. Promising research is being conducted in the
area of low-noise bandgap designs in [14 ', which may make this feasible.
If the bipolar transistors in the coarse bandgap could be biased without requiring
such an output leg, and an alternate way of supplying the current to the fine bandgap
was found, there could be substantial power savings in the coarse bandgap stage. As
standby power is an important metric for cellphones, this power savings could prove to
be valuable.
The temperature compensation schemes used in this design are simple, first order
techniques. One can achieve better temperature coefficients by using curvature com-
pensation techniques like second order compensation and exponential compensation.
There are three calibration steps in the present design - for the coarse bandgap,
fine bandgap and refgenJ. Each of these adds to the cost and production tester time
required for validation. By coming up with a scheme to eliminate some or all of these
trimming steps, we could save significant amounts of production tester time.
There are a few useful features that could be added to this design. Instead of
supplying currents that vary with resistance, it could supply constant-gm or absolutely
accurate currents. This would minimize variations in other blocks due to bias current
variation. The internally generated PTAT currents could also be used to estimate the
chip die temperature by comparing it to the bandgap voltage.
Finally, there are multiple opportunities for power/area savings in the auxiliary
blocks. For example, the present scheme for generating Vperm/3 in vbg.out uses large
resistors, and consumes a significant amount of power in the low-power mode. An
alternative implementation to detect when the coarse bandgap voltage is up and running
could save some power and area.
8.2 Overall Results
The following table summarizes the specifications and results for
actual values are got from simulation, and represent worst-case values.
this block. The
Metric Specification Actual Value
Power Supply Rejection 20kHz(No Capacitor) 80 dB 91.95 dB
Power Supply Rejection 20kHz(With Capacitor) 80 dB 158 dB
Power Supply Rejection 217Hz(No Capacitor) 120 dB 140.6 dB
Power Supply Rejection 217Hz(With Capacitor) 120 dB 167.6 dB
Audio Band Noise (20Hz-20kHz)(No Capacitor) 3 tV 18.5tV
Audio Band Noise (20Hz-20kHz)(With Capacitor) 3 [tV 1pV
Stability - Phase Margin - 59 degrees
Stability - Gain Margin - 15.3 dB
DC Variation - Fine Bandgap Mode +/-0.4% +/- 0.25%
DC Variation - Coarse Bandgap Mode - +/- 0.25%
Temperature Variation - Fine Bandgap Mode +/- 0.4% +/-0.2%
Temperature Variation - Coarse Bandgap Mode - +/-0.4%
Turn on Time - Without Capacitor - 17 ps
Turn on Time - With Capacitor - 12.5 ms
Current - Low Power Mode(Core-VBatt) 301A 20pA
Current - Low Power Mode(Aux-Vperm) - 20pLA
Current - High Power Mode(Core-Vatt) 300iiA 2801pA
Current - High Power Mode(Aux-Va,,,) - 287pA
The following figures (Fig. 8.1 - 8.6) showcase the overall performance
circuit:
of the bandgap
Figure 8.1: Output Noise Spectrum Without External Filtering Capacitor
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Figure 8.2: Output Noise Spectrum With External Filtering Capacitor
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Figure 8.3: PSRR Without External Filtering Capacitor
Figure 8.4: PSRR With External Filtering Capacitor
Figure 8.5: Overall Transient simulation. The coarse bandgap is enabled, followed by
the fine bandgap. Then the fine bandgap is disabled, and finally, the coarse bandgap is
disabled.
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Figure 8.6: Output Voltage when Vbatt steps 300 mV from 4.2 to 4.5V and then back
down to 4.2V. Notice the Output Voltage is well within the +/-5% specification
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